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System design and development
Solvo has operated on the logistics automation market since 1999. 
One of its first projects was to develop a real-time management 
system for container terminals. The solution was called Solvo.
CTMS (standing for container terminal management system). 
This system has been specially designed to automate technology 
processes and handle container operations at terminals. Thus far, 
Solvo has successfully completed more than a dozen deployments 
for Solvo.CTMS at container terminals in Russia, Ukraine and 
Estonia.

In previous versions of Solvo.CTMS, different document 
management tasks, such as contract processing, job orders, 
EDIFACT messaging, intermodal shipment and government 
relations, were done using third-party host systems. To do 
these tasks, Solvo.CTMS had to be integrated with third-party 
host system XML-file exchange mechanisms. In mid-2000, 
Solvo.CTMS successfully developed as a software product and 
acquired a wider customer base. However, most of the users 
lacked their own reliable host system. So it was obvious that 

Solvo.CTMS needed a dedicated functionality to manage 
contracting party relations, along with other technological 
aspects.

To this end, Solvo started to develop the Solvo.DMS 
document management system in 2005. This system has been 
designed to be a tool for planning and report generation. 
The combination of Solvo.DMS and Solvo.CTMS is a 
comprehensive suite to handle all tasks related to terminal 
management. Further on, after three successive projects to 
introduce Solvo.CTMS and Solvo.DMS at different terminals, 
an integrated terminal management system called Solvo.TOS 
was created.

Unlike its Western competitors, the main distinguishing feature 
of Solvo.TOS is that it integrates all terminal operating functions, 
while Solvo.DMS is an additional system to perform document 
management functions. Consolidated information generated by 
both systems makes it possible to easily manage and streamline 
the operations of such an elaborate and large-scale business as a 
container terminal.

Technology and commercial aspects of 
container terminal management using 
Solvo.TOS
Solvo, Saint Petersburg, Russia

Vessel schedule.
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To manage their operations, many terminals try to develop 
a proprietary system to handle the information flows running 
between contracting parties. Despite a seeming simplicity in using 
staff programmers to build up the needed software, this way of 
solving the problem frequently ends up being very costly, because 
the resulting system will inevitably require constant efforts and 
additional costs to maintain and update regularly.

In fact, business processes and documentation management 
techniques are generally standardized at container terminals, 
even though specific requirements may vary. The Solvo.TOS 
container terminal management system will meet the general 
needs of any terminal, while the terminal’s specific needs can be 
easily addressed by customizing the system during the system 
deployment process.

As a result of this modularity, before choosing the Solvo.TOS 
management system, terminal owners can make an accurate and 
efficient assessment of not only the required amount of investments 
but also the time costs that are needed to automate their terminal.

The Solvo.TOS featured capabilities for 
terminal management 
The featured capabilities include commercial operations 
management and contracting party relations management. 

System architecture
Solvo.TOS has two management levels, each related to one of the 
following two sub-systems:

Solvo.DMS, designed to manage an entire container terminal as 
an industry object and commercial enterprise;

Solvo.CTMS, designed to manage technological container 
handling processes at the terminal.

The first level is responsible for external operations, mostly 
including relations with the terminal’s contracting parties, such 
as line agents and forwarders. At this level, the management 
objects include containers and transport vehicles, such as sea 
vessels, railroad trains and cars. Of particular importance is the 
management of transshipment operations. Another important 
aspect of terminal operations is customs procedures. 

The planning and managing tasks done by Solvo.DMS at the 
first level are mostly of a discrete character and are assigned to 
specified days, months or shifts, while the operative management 
is exercised continuously.

The second level relates to Solvo.CTMS and accounts for the 
technological processes at the terminal. The management process 
at this level is based on data, such as orders and plans received 
from Solvo.DMS. This is done continuously in real-time. Actual 
data about container movements within the terminal is then sent 
to Solvo.DMS.

Within the framework of Solvo.TOS, both aforementioned sub-
systems run as a single mechanism. In other words, the interaction 
between them is absolutely transparent for the end user.

Basic parameters of Solvo.TOS
Solvo.TOS has been designed to handle major terminals, such as 
seaport container terminals, with three operational fronts: vessels, 
vehicles and trains. A necessary line of activity of this terminal is 
customs operations. Moreover, Solvo.TOS enables the processing 
of containers that are transported via import, export or cabotage 
operations, including cargoes transported between European 
Union ports. Transshipment container operations are also paid 
special attention.

Additional container operations can also be performed by 
the system, such as stuffing, unstuffing, restuffing, cleaning and 
repairing. For empty containers, return-to-terminal control 
functions and choose-by-parameter functions can be used.

Some additional functions can be unnecessary for some 
terminals. For example, the stuffing and unstuffing of containers 
may be unnecessary at major sea terminals, while vessel operations 
are obviously unnecessary for inland (‘dry’) terminals. Thus, the 
modular architecture of Solvo.TOS makes it possible to configure 
the system according to specific terminal needs.

Configuring Solvo.TOS
Solvo.TOS provides flexible tools to configure and set up the 
core functionality of the system to meet the terminal operation 
requirements. In case of a requirements change, the current 
configuration can easily be adjusted by the system administrator. 

The most important feature of the system is that it enables the 
user to select between agent mode and forwarder mode. The first 
one allows the user to perform all terminal operations on its own, 
while the second is used to interact with forwarders. Moreover, 
different types of container inspection can be used depending on 
technology (for example, weighing, visual inspection and X-ray 
scanning) or the requester (the customs agency or contract party).

Generating acceptance reports is also configurable. A special 
parameter regulates the terminal-inbound transportation of 
containers with/without booking. Another option is configuring 
time slots for transport vehicles (see below).

The above described features allow the user to quickly and 
easily prepare data in a suitable form that is needed to make deals 
with contracting parties.

Contracts and job orders
An important feature of Solvo.TOS is its ability to seamlessly 
integrate commercial functions, management and tracking of 
containers. The system can keep track of all partner agreements 
and related documents. This means that the system automatically 
maintains a complete directory of all services provided by the 
terminal to contracting parties. All terminal operations are carried 
out by partners’ orders based on corresponding agreements. When 
containers are received at the terminal, the booking note, cargo 
manifest, or Bill of Lading is used as an order document. The 
following container operations can be specified in an order:

Weighing operations;

Empty container delivery operations;

Inspection operations;

Stuffing/unstuffing/restuffing operations;

Other operations- such as cleaning, PTI, and ISPS.

Furthermore, orders for vessel operations, such as closing/
unclosing of hatch covers and mooring operations, can be placed 
and managed in the system.

Solvo.TOS planning tools
Solvo.TOS supports several planning levels for terminal operation, 
such as:

monthly plans – a summary monthly plan for vessel processing 
or perhaps a container inbound delivery plan for railroad 
operations;Container length.
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Inbound truck delivery (with time slotting);

Operative plans for vessel loading/unloading operations;

Operative plans for loading/unloading of railroad cars; 

Planning of other operations at the terminal (service orders).

The monthly plan for vessel processing is prepared according 
to line orders and notices. The planning of inbound/outbound 
time-slotted container transportations using vehicles is done 
based on partners’ orders. The ‘time slot’ means a time period 
that limits the number of truck visits or container receipts. 
Flexibility in planning operations is achieved by varying the 
time slot size and by specifying limits for container types and 
clients. The planning period is unlimited (in practice, it may 
vary from one to ten days) and depends on partners’ needs. 
A special module is designed for sending orders via Internet. 
Single and multiple orders can be processed, as well as combined 
ones including inbound and outbound container movements. 
Additionally, vehicles can be processed with the time slotting 
feature switched off.

Operative plans for loading/unloading vessels are designed 
by terminal dispatchers based on instructions from vessel 
representatives. Each loading plan includes a layout that shows 
how containers are arranged onboard the vessel and a schedule 
that regulates the work of terminal equipment and workers. 
The unloading plan is designed based on the vessel’s cargo plan, 
while the work schedule for terminal equipment and workers 
is prepared by the terminal dispatcher. In addition, for railroad 
loading/unloading operations, special plans for arranging 

containers on railroad cars can be prepared with special 
scheduling for terminal equipment and workers as well.

Time counting for vehicle processing operations
The system automatically records the time spent on processing 
vehicles at the terminal. For vessels, time sheets are generated. For 
railroad operations, the time spent on marshaling or removing 
railroad cars can also be registered. For vehicles, the time spent at 
each processing point can be recorded.

EDI Module in Solvo.TOS
The EDI module is designed to ensure communications between 
the system’s users and the terminal’s clients. The module performs 
the following tasks:

Automatically sends notifications about system events via e-mail, 
SMS or other instruments according to the administrator’s 
settings.

Generates and sends/receives messages. It then uploads them to 
the database. Messages can be formatted as EDIFACT, Excel or 
xml.

Provides Internet access to the system, allowing clients to view 
container movement infomation. Each client’s data is private and 
secure.

Customs operations in Solvo.TOS
Customs operations are paid special attention in Solvo.TOS. 
The system controls the outbound flows of containers, including 
transit ones, and allows the user to add and configure different 
types of inspection procedures. For Russian terminals, customs 
documentation can be generated according to DO-1 and DO-2 
forms. 

Conclusion
Solvo.TOS is a highly competitive product with comprehensive 
technology and management functions. The system is designed 
to ensure commercial operations at terminals. Unlike other 
similar systems, Solvo.TOS has an advanced platform for client 
relations management. This makes it possible for easy and cost 
effective integration of Solvo.TOS and accounting systems or 
ERP systems.

Solvo.TOS is embedded with ERP and CRM functions, 
enabling users to manage terminals that have an outdated 
host system or even no host system at all. The local advantage 
of Solvo.TOS is that it takes into account the specific and 
distinctive features of customs agencies and railroad systems in 
post-Soviet countries.

Founded in 1995, Solvo is the leading provider in Russia for high-end systems 

for real-time logistics control and automation at warehouses and container 

terminals. Solvo provides its customers with services required to keep business 

and technology processes efficient and cost effective. Major container terminals in 

Europe and CIS countries are among Solvo’s customers.
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